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Until the new Elk Pork pool of West, Virginia and the
new Matamora*, Ohio, field came into existence recently, it be
gan to look as if the day of the standard, or cable tool driller,
was over.
,
The oil found in the vicinity of the Ohio river, in the
extreme western part of the old Appalachian field, and where
Penny] vania grade oil is produced, yields 48 gravity oil, and
the wells are drilled with light standard rig«.
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News of the discovery of oil in the two areas, spearated by
the river, caused a trek from Oklahoma and Kansas of hund
reds of cable tool drillers, it is learned. The disappearance
of the standard tool men was revealed during the past wek
when contractors began to look about for certain drillers, tool
u ressers and roustabout«.—Taka “Daily World- * ’
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OIL!
Two magic words that will spell fortune to those
who keep in touch with them during the next few
months.
Oil prices are soaring—wildcatting k starting with
a rush—new fields wil he brought in, carrying thous
ands to riches on a flood of oil.
In the Montana gold fields, a similar scene k being
enacted. Medern mechanical methods are opening new
vistas of profit in old mines and old placer diggings.
New strikes are being made. Activity k increasing.
Have you a friend who would be interested in keep
ing in touch with the situation! DO HIM A FAVOR!
Fil oat the coupon below, good for one month’s
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Shows location of wells north of Cut Bank and east
of Blackfeet Indian reservation, including Montana
Pqwtr-O’Neil gassers, Drumheller Discovery well, new
Tarrant producer which extended field mile and a half
outh, and others.

I

Covers approximately four townships.
Gives initial production or present status of each
well.

f

These maps are approximately 14 by 22 inches in
size and cover more than four townships.
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Limited supply at 50c each. Dozen lots, $5.

TO THE

Montana Oil & Mining Journal

SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

No obligation—fill it out today!
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Montana Oil and
Mining Journal
GREAT FALLS, MONTANA

NOTE—'If you wish the Journal sent to more than on«,
write the namas »ad addresses plainly on a separat« sheet
and mai! to pe with the coupon.
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